Precision Planting Ready - Folding and Rigid Frames

Designed and
Manufactured
in the UK

Our frames are available in many different widths to suit multiple row configurations.
Folding Frames:

Rigid Frames from 3m to 9m
- Cat 3 Hitch
- Easy fitment of Vac Fan, Deltaforce Valve,
PDM and Alternator

Extendable Frames

Folding & Rigid Frames

- Cat 3 Hitch
- From 4.4m to 6.4m (specials available on request)
- Vertical Fold to under 3m transport width with Furrowforce
- Easy fitment of Vac Fan, Deltaforce Valve, PDM and Alternator

Mounts as standard for:
Deltaforce Valve Block
Alternator
Vacuum Fan
PDM
Vacuum Manifold

Counterweight kits are available both to be mounted
on the front of the bar and on the end of the wings.
Depending on your number of rows and downforce
requirement we can add up to 750KG to the planter bar.

Adjustable gauge wheels are available as an option.
These allow you to set the depth of the toolbar in
work to ensure your Deltaforce system is working in
its optimal range.

Gauge Wheels / Counterweights

Simple Component Fitment

All our rigid and folding frames are designed for simple fitment of Precision Planting components.

- 32mm Distribution head for dry fertiliser 4-18 outlets
- Optional dry fertiliser openers available for most row units
- Row Cleaners also available on request

Any row unit with a 7”X7”/180mmX180mm will
fit to our frames.
Odd or even rows are possible.
The design of the frame is such that there are
very few obstacles when changing row spacings.
For road transport there is a locking valve to
retract Deltaforce Cylinders. This means the
rows do not move whilst roading and also
maintains sub 3m transport width even with
Furrowforce installed.

- Bulk fill seed option coming soon!
- Narrow row option coming soon!
- Complete Planter solutions available
for the UK market

Granular Fertiliser Kit

Multiple Row Configurations

Granular Fertiliser Kit

Multiple row configurations:

Liquid fertiliser tanks available.

Sizes Available:
750L, 1100L, 1200L, 1500L, 200L and 1800L/1050 Split
(available with 2 pumps for dual product).

Liquid Fertiliser Tanks

Liquid Fertiliser Tanks

Features:
Precision Plant V apply HD ready
2” Quick Fill
Dual Filters
30L/Min Electric Diaphragm Pump or
50L/Min Hydraulic Diaphragm Pump
Road Lights
In Cab Control for Pump
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